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G
overnment agencies have long been

required to analyze the costs and benefits

of their most critical prospective regula-

tions. Yet once a regulation is in place, dis-

cussions of its effectiveness and its costs

and benefits are largely the province of

academic analysis —if they’re examined at

all. rarely do agencies revisit earlier regulatory decisions and few

polities require sunset provisions ormandatory reviews.Moreover,

once regulations have been put in place, they are rarely repealed.

in recent years, however, government-initiated “retrospective

review” has becomemore common. At the federal level, president

Obama’s ExecutiveOrder 13563directs agencies to conduct retro-

spective analysis of existing rules in order to identify “outmoded,

ineffective, insufficient, or excessively burdensome” regulations

and to recommend revisions. His subsequent EO 13610 requires

agencies to conduct periodic retrospective analyses with the

continual goal to modify, streamline, and repeal existing rules.

in a 2013 Yale Journal on Regulation paper, penn law professor

CaryCoglianese discusses the potential benefits of EO13563, but

notes thatwithout some formof institutionalization, its benefits

are likely to be temporary at best. Other presidents have initiated

regulatory lookbacks, but none have led to a culture of retrospec-

tive review in federal agencies. in a report for the Administrative

Conference of theUnited States, Harvard public policy professor

Joseph Aldy acknowledges the significant potential cost savings

from retrospective review, but notes that the necessary culture of

reviewCoglianese envisions is unlikely to develop unless agencies

include plans for future reviews in current regulations. individual
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RetRospective
Review in
FouR states

Initial efforts are encouraging, but institutionalization is limited.
✒ By Stuart Shapiro, DeBra Borie-holtz, anD ian Markey

retrospective reviews by federal agencies have also been criticized,

with numerous scholars focusing on the difficulties associated

with agencies reviewing (and being asked to critique) their own

regulations.

Among the 50 states, exactly half have imposed some form of

retrospective review on other regulatory agencies.Most academic

work on retrospective review has focused on the federal level;

examining the states couldprovide additional insights. The states

may have very different experiences than the federal government,

given stricter constraints on resources at the state level and fewer

economists at the state level capable of conducting cost-benefit

analysis of existing regulations.

in order to better understand the motivations for regulatory

lookbacks and the effects of those lookbacks, we conducted case

studies of a few states’ initiatives. Of the 25 states that enacted

look-backs from2006 through 2013, we selected four states with

varying political conditions in order to see why the lookbackwas

initiated and how it operated in varying political climates. Our

goal was to understand the motivation for regulatory lookbacks,

their effects, and whether any progress has been made toward a

culture of retrospective review.

Four StateS looking Back

The four states we examined were Delaware, nevada, Florida, and

rhode island.Delaware implemented its look-back in2012.At the

time, the state’s governor was a Democrat in a state where Demo-

crats had controlled the governor’s mansion since 1993. nevada

also adopted its look-back in 2012. The state’s then-new governor

was the third straight republican to serve as its chief executive.

Florida adopted its look-back a year earlier, in 2011. its governor, a

republican,was electedby thenarrowest ofmargins: 1 percentage

point over the independent incumbent (who later becameaDemo-
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crat). Finally, rhode island’s governor was a former republican

U.S. senator who switched to independent, and who ultimately

became a Democrat; he implemented the look-back in 2012.

in each state we reviewed documents on retrospective review.

Wealso interviewednumerous individualswhowere involvedwith

their state’s lookback efforts.

Delaware / Efforts to adopt retrospective review date back a

decade in Delaware, progressing from failed legislation, to an

executive order, to legislation that passed in 2015. in 2006 and

2008, bills were introduced in theDelaware general Assembly to

reform the regulatory process. As part of this legislation there

were components of retrospective review. According to our inter-

view subject, the bills were killed in the Senate with the tacit

support of the governor’s office.

With the onset of the great recession, however, the pressure

to examine regulations as a potential source of slow economic

growth intensified in Delaware as it did across the nation. gov.

Jack Markell (D) responded with Executive Order 36 on June

14, 2012, ordering his executive branch agencies to “conduct, in

accordancewith the procedures set forth below, a periodic review

of regulations promulgated by suchAgency to determinewhether

any such regulations should be modified or eliminated.” The

order also required agencies to solicit public input onproblematic

regulations and revise those regulations. it required agencies to

report back to the governor within one year, and then to engage

in the process again every three years.

According to one person we spoke with,Markell’s motivation

for the orderwas to avoid a retrospective reviewprocessmandated

by the legislature that would be out of his control. We were told,

“The initiative was either the result of theDemocratic administra-

tion seeing the need to look at all the regulations thatwere in exis-

tence as a general view or [if you are a republican] it was a way to

stop legislation frombeing passed tomandate regulatory review.”

The implementation of Executive Order 36 is described in a

report to the general Assembly issued in June 2013. The report

noted that agencies received a total of 234 comments on review-

ing regulation, but only 93 of themwere directed toward specific

regulations (or sets of regulations). The report described the

results of the review as follows:

As a result of the EO 36 process, 12 Agencies are amending or

deleting a total of 144 regulations. Of that total, 83 regulations

are being amended, and 61 amendments are being deleted.

please note, however, that the above total includes a number of

amendments or deletions to regulations that were not techni-

cally part of the EO 36 process.

The regulatory changes described in the report are a combina-

tionof substantive changes andmere bookkeeping. TheDelaware

Department of Transportation modified its Subdivision Streets
Manual in order to make development easier in less dense areas.

permitting processes for aboveground storage tanks and small

water systemswere simplified. Still,many of the changes involved

removing outdated regulations from the books or combining

sections of code.

The individualswe spokewithwere skeptical of the initiative’s

benefits. One said:

it was either a waste of time or a success. Lots of energy and time

[were] spent on public hearings in each district…. i believe it was

effective in that it made agencies look at regulations. They found

that there weren’t many unnecessary ones. They didn’t get a lot….

Even if ones were old and outdated, they weren’t enforced, so you

cleaned out some file drawers. You got rid of things that weren’t

germane. Were there real substantive changes made? no.

While the effect of the executive order was limited, the Dela-

ware legislature was sufficiently impressed to vote it into law.

Markell signed the legislation on July 22, 2015. it largelymirrors

the process set up in EO 36, but requires reviews every four years

rather than three, and allows for a rotating schedule of reviews

across agencies. At this point, it is too early to tell whether putting

the process in legislation will result in more ambitious changes

than the executive order.

Nevada / nevada’s story of retrospective review is much shorter

than Delaware’s. it largely consists of a one-time executive order

issued by a new republican governor. The order resulted in a

wide-ranging review of regulations, but the effect is even less clear

than in Delaware. Furthermore, there is no report summarizing

the regulations that were modified or repealed as a result of the

order, and interview subjects could not provide us with a writ-

ten summary.

When Brian Sandoval (r) entered the governor’s office in

January 2011, one of his first acts was to issue an executive order

freezing the promulgation of new regulations for one year and

directing executive branch agencies to conduct a reviewof existing

regulations. (numerous exemptions to the freezewere added a few

weeks later.) Within one year, agencies were required to identify

regulations for repeal.

The motivation for the order, according to one interviewee,

was the governor’s determination to reinvigorate the nevada

economy:

We were in an economic downturn. The governor was looking

to make government more efficient. One of our strategic priori-

ties was an efficient state government and it fell into that. His

election was key in that.

in February 2012, Sandoval issued a press release describing

the results of the retrospective review. According to the press

release, 654 rules were repealed and more than 1,000 would be

modified. The press release itself identified only two regulations

for repeal: one restricting the establishment of internet-based

driving schools, and the other requiring that toilets have labels

indicating the amount of water per flush. There was no report
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providing greater detail as there was in Delaware. Our interview

subject admitted that many of the regulations repealed were no

longer being enforced, but he could not identify the proportion

of repeals that fell in that category.

There has been little done in theway of retrospective review in

nevada since the conclusion of the initial Sandoval review.

Florida / The story of regulatory review in Florida is an especially

political one. While campaigning for governor in 2010, rick

Scott (r) vowed,

We’re gonna freeze all regulations. regulation is killing jobs—

the paperwork, the delay, the uncertainty—so we’re gonna

freeze regulation and look at what we can roll back that doesn’t

hurt consumers.”

Following up on that pledge, in his January 2011 inaugural

address he called for the suspension of all new regulations and

the creation of theOffice of Fiscal Accountability andregulatory

reform. That same day he signed Executive Order 11-01, follow-

ing up on his directives from the speech.

inMarch2011, Scott’s regulatory actionswere subject to a suit

brought inFlorida courtwhere plaintiffs claimedhehad exceeded

his authority in the executive order. This argument centered on

the bylaws of the Florida legislature. plaintiffs argued that the gov-

ernor lacked the authority to force agencies to suspend regulatory

creation. in response, Scott issued Executive Order 11-72, which

was quite similar to 11-01, but the language directing agencies

to suspend rulemaking was softened.

in August of that year, the Florida Supreme Court ruled

against the governor, finding he had overstepped his authority

in directing agencies to suspend rulemaking. interestingly, the

directive for agencies to review their current rules was not part

of the case. in response, Scott issued EO 11-211, which focused

more strongly on the regulatory review aspect of EOs 11-01 and

11-72. As part of the directive, agencies under the direct control

of the governor were ordered to produce yearly regulatory review

plans, with the first round of results expected in July 2012. These

plans would describe the rules each agency would be reviewing

over the subsequent year.

in 2012, the Florida legislature also passed HB 7055, which

clearly stated that EOs 11-72 and 11-211 are “consistent with law

and public policy of this state.” The culmination of this battle

to implement regulatory review was the publication of several

reports throughout 2015. The reports identify thousands of

regulations across various agencies andmake recommendations

for the rules to be repealed or revised. The reportsmerely identify

candidates for repeal, however, rather than reporting onprogress.

Furthermore, because someof the reports list individual sections

of the same regulation separately, the number of rules deemed

candidates for repeal is inflated.

Rhode Island / Like Delaware, the lookback initiative in rhode

island has both an executive and legislative history. in 2012, leg-

islationwas enacted directing all state agencies to review existing

regulations for harmful effects on small businesses. it required

agencies to review the regulations over a four-year period. Later

that same year, gov. Lincoln Chafee (then an independent, now

a Democrat) ordered members of his cabinet and agency heads

to speed up the review and get it done in about a year-and-a-half,

rather than four. Under Chafee’s accelerated plan, 25 percent

of the review was to be completed by Dec. 31, 2012. Another 25

percent would have to be completed every fourmonths, with the

final deadline on Dec. 31, 2013.

When we first inquired about the progress of the accelerated

review in early 2013, no report on the effort was available, though

one was scheduled for release later that spring. According to one

insider, the impetus forChafee’s initiativewas the state’s economic

downturnaspartof thegreatrecession.Ofparticular concernwas

the effect that some regulationshadonsmall businesses, including

regulations involving professional licensing boards.

A final reportwas issued inDecember 2014. Agencies reviewed

more than 1,600 regulations over 17 months, quicker than the

statute prescribed (but a year longer thanChafee ordered). There

was a general acknowledgement thatmany of the rules identified

for repeal represented the “low-hanging fruit.” But that’s largely

a reality of just how difficult it is to repeal or modify regulations

directly tied to the statutes, noted one individual we interviewed.

The flood of responses following a state call for members of

the public and businesses to identify rules in need of reformwas

described as especially onerous and burdensome. “it was like

death by a 1,000 paper cuts,” the interviewee told us, speaking

of the aggregate effect of the regulations. interestingly, agency

representatives said that most respondents “did not differenti-

ate between federal or local regulations that they wanted to see

repealed,” let alone those that actually fell under state jurisdiction.

For themost part, wewere told the public thinks “everything is an

issue.” This observation corresponds with the results of a survey

we conductedof business leaders infiveMidwestern states in early

2014. Only one in 10 respondents was able to identify a specific

state law or regulation that had a major detrimental effect on

his or her business.More than half of the respondents “reported

federal laws or regulations.”

The results of the rhode island review are identified in a

recent report issued by the state’s Office of regulatory reform.

The highlights include:

■ Agencies identified more than 250 changes to improve the

state’s regulatory system.

■ Almost three-quarters (70.9 percent) of the reforms have

been carried out.

■ There have been 48 repeals of outdated, unnecessary, or

obsolete regulation.

Among the most significant regulations modified:
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■ The Department of Labor and Training streamlined its

application for biweekly pay and made updates to the haz-

ardous substance right-to-know registration form.

■ The Department of Taxation consolidated regulations

related to commercial farming and food produce.

■ The Department of Environmental Management stream-

lined its business permitting process.

While the results of rhode island’s retrospective review are

impressive on their face, one person we interviewed drew this

analogy:

This process is like watching a bathtub fill up. [The Office of

regulatory review] can work hard to drain the tub of unneces-

sary regulations, but the faucet is turned on full blast. We have

to develop a strategy to stop the water from coming into the

tub. There has to be a very careful policy analysis of the up-

front of the impact a proposed bill is going to have.

At themoment, a lot of interest is still focused on the rulemak-

ing process. One interviewee told us, “regulatory reform is a hot

issue!” For the time being, the slowed economy in rhode island

is credited for fueling this continuing interest.

Looking ahead, some advocates of regulatory reform inrhode

island cite the need to build agency capacity in order to domore

regulatory analysis before the proposal and adoption stage. The

weak institutional powers of the state’s general Assembly and its

part-time citizen legislaturemake it unlikely that strong advocates

for reform will emerge from the legislative branch, according to

one interviewee. This arrangement has been blamed in part for

the state’s regulatory agencies being empoweredwith great discre-

tion when rulemaking.

Despite its success, retrospective review was seen by some in

rhode islandas limiting, particularly in comparison toprospective

reviews. it is unclear whether, despite continued interest in regula-

tory reform, retrospective review will be institutionalized there.

concluSionS

The four states we examined had several things in common. in

each, the governor played the key role in instituting regulatory

review. This was true regardless of party, but the Democratic

governors had to be pushed a bit by their legislatures (which

were controlled by Democrats). The rhetoric surrounding regu-

latory review focused on the economic conditions created by

the great recession in all four states. This raises the question

of whether retrospective review will hold appeal in better eco-

nomic times.

The results of each state’s regulatory review were also similar.

There were press releases with impressive numbers of changes

resulting from the lookbacks. Digging deeper, however, revealed

that the numbers were largely inflated by counting regulations

that were not being enforced, that were duplicative of other

requirements, or were long out of date. Buried among the more

trivial changes were some real regulatory reliefmeasures, particu-

larly in rhode island and Delaware.

interview subjects fromDelaware andrhode island identified

a significant roadblock to retrospective review: if regulations are

required by law, modifying them will often require an act of the

legislature. none of the retrospective review processes (includ-

ing president Obama’s EO 13563) have a mechanism to initiate

legislative action. Therefore, there is an upper bound on actions

that can be undertaken through purely executive action. The

peoplewe spokewith inrhode island also said that retrospective

reviewwas less effective if it was divorced fromprospective review.

All of the states also rushed through their retrospective reviews.

Meaningfully assessing the costs and benefits of a regulation

takes time. given that most of the reviews in these states (which

involved looking at hundreds of regulations) took a year or two,

it is reasonable to conclude that there was little careful analysis

of the regulations inmany stateswhere retrospective reviewswere

conducted. This rushed timingmay inevitably lead to focusingon

regulations that are having little effect (positive or negative) and

to “cleaning up the books” efforts rather than serious analysis of

major, currently enforced regulations. it also may indicate that

the political sponsors of retrospective review aremore concerned

with showing concern about the economy than actually produc-

ing substantive change.

Finally, the prospects for inculcating a culture of retrospective

review are very limited. in nevada and rhode island, the review

was a one-time action (although rhode island is still focused on

regulatory reformmorebroadly). inFlorida, anynew retrospective

review is probably very dependent on gubernatorial preferences

given thehighly politicizednature of the debate over retrospective

review. Even though the legislature has now approved executive-

branch lookback efforts, the governor will have towant to follow

through on them. Only in Delaware does a continuing program

of retrospective review appear to have taken root, though time

will tell if it producesmeaningful regulatory reformor just yields

“cleaning up the books” exercises.
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